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or scraping, (2) less gold locked up in plant as amalgam used in the setting of plates, (3) greater security against theft, since amalgamation is confined to one room, (4) less labour for dressing plates, and (5) lower capital cost for plant equipment.
Classification.—During the last few years this has been greatly developed on the Rand. It is usually effected by a limited number of large diaphragm cones without additional water, as opposed to the use of numerous small cones with ascending water currents employed elsewhere. As pointed out in " The Finer Crushing of Banket Ore," l the classification in water of the battery screen pulp and of the tube-mill return pulp ensures the richer heavier pyrite being more finely crushed than the poorer lighter quart/*, and renders exactness of battery screening of little importance, since the classifier instead of the screen determines what particles shall leave the crushing plant. Further, since all gold now recovered by amalgamation must be first classified out, the importance of classification is much increased, and its efficiency is evidenced by the high amalgamation recoveries referred to above. (These are higher than was formerly the case.)
As regards classification of sand and slime, this has now reached a very high degree of efficiency, with the result that sand can be treated in the vat where collected as a sand solution pulp frum sand filter tables, without the cost of transfer and with a much reduced plant, whilst the clean sand residue is perfectly fitted for sand filling of old mine workings. Incidentally, the foregoing classification permits of lime being added to the ore entering the mill bins, instead of being crushed separately in a ball-mill for subsequent addition to the slime pulp. This is due to the fact that in cones no danger occurs of undue settlement of the slime with the sand, as was the case when the tailing pulp entered large sand collecting vats.
The use of safety or return sand cones receiving pulp from the common overflow launder of the main classifiers is useful in offsetting fluctuating delivery and uneven distribution of pulp to the main classifiers, and this system is followed both in regard to tube-mill classification and the classification of sand and slime.
Automatic regulators, for the purpo.se of pre>ervinji the thick underflow of diaphragm cones which are engagtkd in classifying sand and slime, are now in satisfactory operation on several mines, Owin.ii 1<> the action of the regulators the underflow ceases when the level of settled sand in the cone sinks and begins again when the level has risen slightly, The action of the regulator depends upon the* pn»HHure of the settled sand in the cone upon a large Jouble,«ewie<l .solid wooden float in the cone, directly above the diaphragm, and attached to the. lower end of a vertical rod whose upward motion is assisted by a spiral spring near its upper end. The vertical rod is connected above the cone with one end of a horizontal lever, whose ofhei end is connected with a vertical rod outside, the cone. The lower end of the vertical rod is connected with another horizontal lever at the level of the cone outlet, and terminates in a conical plug just below the outlet. AH the pressure of the rising settled Hand in the {-one on the float increases, the latter is depressed, and the plug descends ami opens the outlet, whilst the rexerne action occurs as the sand in the cone falls.
In an ellicient modern plant the proportion of slime in about f>o per cent.
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